This paper describes 2(CREM), a recognition method to be applied on documents with complex structures allowing incremental learning in an interactive environment. The classification is driven by a model, which contains a static as well as a dynamic part and evolves by use. The first prototype of 2(CREM) has been tested on four different phases of newspaper image analysis: line segment recognition, frame recognition, line merging into blocks, and logical labeling. Some promising experimental results are reported.
Introduction
In the field of document recognition many improvements have been made during the last decade. However, there is still a lack especially in recognizing complex structured documents, such as newspapers or magazines. The first layout analysis methods were focused on simple document structures [6] . Some recent works show a great interest in complex layout analysis [3, 4, 5] , and introduce the concept of learning-based algorithms [8] . Currently known approaches rely on document models, which are either set up by hand or generated automatically in a previous learning step that needs a lot of groundtruthed data [7] . The drawback is that such models do not accommodate easily to new situations, a condition that is very important when dealing with complex document structures. Human beings are able to cope with new situations using their knowledge. They learn from experiences and improve their knowledge incrementally. Given the variety of different types of documents, the same strategy should be applied to document recognition by computers. We believe that interactive incremental learning is an important issue for document recognition. It is one of the main goals of the CIDRE 1 project, which aims at building a semi automatic document recognition system that constructs its knowledge incrementally through the interaction with the user. Our previous work was devoted to software architecture issues [1, 9] as well as logical structure and font recognition algorithms [2, 12] .
In this paper we introduce 2(CREM), which stands for Configuration REcogntion Model for Complex Reverse Engineering Methods. It is an interactive recognition method for complex structured documents based on incremental learning. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce the principles of 2(CREM). Section 3 is devoted to the experimental part and the results obtained. Finally in section 4 we conclude our work and give some perspectives for future work.
2(CREM) Principles
The goal of 2(CREM) is to classify document primitives named "objects". Depending on the application, these objects can be line segments, frames, text lines, etc. An object is associated with different attributes such as position and size, font definition, neighborhood relation etc. Not all attributes are necessary to classify an object. Some classification tasks use a subset of the available attributes. In 2(CREM), such attributes are called "relevant attributes". They are defined in the static part of a 2(CREM) model, as illustrated in figure 1 . The static part therefore defines all possible features that can be used for classification. The set of features is called "configurations". In the dynamic part of a model, reference configurations are stored for every class. These configurations represent the knowledge of the model and are called "patterns". A configuration consists of different kinds of characteristics associated to the object to be classified or to other objects referred to by neighborhood relations. The dynamic part contains a set of pertinent characteristics per class. The classification procedure of the 2(CREM) is illustrated on figure 2. For every object to classify, we extract a configuration according to the static part of the model. This configuration is then compared to the patterns of each class, by taking into account the pertinent characteristics. This comparison produces three possible alternatives:
• The configuration matches exactly one class: this is the ideal case. The system classified the object. User interaction is possible to correct erroneous classifications.
• The configuration matches multiple classes: there is no discriminating characteristic among the classes. User interaction is required to resolve this ambiguity.
• The configuration does not match any class: the object is classified as "unknown". User interaction is required to classify the object. The system displays the results by highlighting objects that do not belong to a unique class. The user can then label the object manually; by doing so, he does not only solve the problem of this object, but he also modifies the model, allowing thus other objects to be reclassified according to this incremental learning. User interactions modify the model in a threefold manner:
• Extension: when a previously unknown configuration is classified by the user, it becomes a pattern. The model is therefore extended with new knowledge.
• Specialization: when a configuration is classified incorrectly or ambiguously by the system, a characteristic is added to the set of pertinent characteristics. This results in a more specialized model.
• Generalization: unknown configurations are also the result of a model which is too discriminating. In this case, characteristics can be removed from the set of pertinent characteristics to render the model more general. For a more formal description of this method please refer to [10] .
The Choice of Characteristics
The pertinent characteristics for a class are determined by 2(CREM), during the creation or specialization step. In both situations, the choice of the characteristics affects the quality of the model. A good set of characteristics for a class is distinguished by two criteria:
• Discrimination: let D be the number of elements not belonging to the class and having the same value as class pattern for the evaluated characteristics set. A good characteristics set is a set in which D is kept small. • Homogeneity: let H be the number of different values inside class members for the valued characteristic set. A good set of characteristics, from the point of view of homogeneity, is a set for which H is kept small. In the first learning step, we have little information and cannot guarantee the choice of good characteristics. If the chosen characteristic is not good from the homogeneity point of view for one of the classes, then the members of the classes will be rarely recognized. At this point the class must be extended by adding new patterns. One solution would be to try all the combinations of the characteristics and to choose those minimizing the number of patterns but this leads to exponential growth. Therefore a greedy algorithm is used to determine a set of characteristics for each class according to its patterns, its members and the characteristics not belonging to it.
Example
We will illustrate 2(CREM) on a simplified document classification example shown figure 3. The static part of the chosen model is defined by two attributes that are the type and the font of the objects. Every object is represented by a list of "attribute-value" pairs that correspond to its configuration:
• e1 = {(Type: text block), (Font: big)} • e2 = {(Type: text block), (Font: small)} • e3 = {(Type: text block), (Font: small)} As we can notice, both e2 and e3 configurations are equivalent. Now we simulate the interactive classification process.
Only the static part of our model contains data (static part = {Type, Font}). No information about any classes is available yet, since there are no discriminating attributes and patterns. First step:
• The system finds no class for any object of the document.
• The user classifies interactively object e1 as "title".
• The system updates the dynamic part of its model :
• class "title"
• pattern_1 = {(Type: text block), (Font: big)} • discriminating attributes = 0 • The configuration of object e1 has become pattern_1 of the "title" class.
Second step:
• As there is a discriminating attribute in the model for the class "title", the system classifies every object in the class "title".
• The user classifies object e2 in the class "paragraph".
• The system updates the model's dynamic part:
• pattern_1 = {(Type: text block), (Font: big)} • discriminating attributes = {Font} • class "paragraph"
• pattern_1 = {(Type: text block), (Font: small)} • discriminating attributes = {Font} • The only potential discriminating attribute was "Font" and the configuration has become pattern_1 of the class "paragraph". Third step: Object e1 is classified "title" and objects e2 and e3 are classified "paragraph".
Tests & Results
The first prototype of 2(CREM) has been tested on four different applications: thread recognition, frame recognition, text lines merging into blocks and logical labeling. All the experiments described were conducted on a set of pages from the Los Angeles Times (LAT) newspaper (see figure 4) using the XMIllum environment [9] . All the information (of the document as well as of the model) is represented in XML. The tool allows the user to browse throw the recognition results, to correct them manually and thus to adapt the document model incrementally. The formal description of the four applications is based on graphs; please refer to [10] for more details. 
2(CREM) Applied to Segmentation

Thread Recognition
Concerning thread recognition, we distinguish three types of threads: thread internal separator, thread external separator and thread underline. The first one is used inside articles (often for putting eye-catchers), the second one is used to delimitate articles, and the third one is used to indicate a title or a subject (figure 5).
(1), (2) and (3) Underline  Recognized  90%  81%  90%  Misclassified  1%  1%  5%  Unknown  9%  18%  5%  Conflicts  0%  0%  0% The "unknown" entry represents objects that have not been assigned to any class; the "conflicts" entry corresponds to objects assigned to more than one class. Finally, objects that were classified wrong are reported in the row "misclassified".
Frame Recognition
For the frames, we have identified two main classes to which a frame may belong:
• The external separator frame separates one article from others.
• The internal separator frame is found inside articles.
On 114 pages of the LAT, the following results have been obtained for frame recognition:
Frames External Separator Internal Separator Recognized 98% 83% Misclassified 1% 15% Unknown 0% 2% Conflicts 2% 0%
Line Merging
For the line merging application, the objects to be classified are couples of neighboring text lines relatively to a vertical axis and the classes are "merging or not merging". Using incremental learning the system builds the whole set of possible configurations. 
Convergence of the model
At the beginning, no object is recognized and we would like the model to recognize almost all objects presented after the learning step. We can say that our method converges if for a finite set of objects and corrections it succeeds to build a model capable to classify correctly all set's objects. This is illustrated in figure 6 . From our observation, we believe that if the choice of the characteristics of the static part is pertinent, then the method converges; because if two objects do not belong to the same class, the system should find a characteristic which can be used to distinguish them. In practice, the method does not converge if we can't find characteristics allowing distinguishing objects from different classes or if we cannot try all the subset of characteristics for each class. All the applications developed above have required only a few manipulations in order to reach an acceptable recognition rate.
In this paper we describe a classification method featuring interactive incremental learning named 2(CREM). Encouraging experimental results are reported concerning its application for recognition of complex structured documents. Collecting ground-truthed documents has become a major concern of our research community. We believe that 2(CREM) can be used successfully as a tool to build ground-truthed repositories: instead of manually labeling documents, users can, through some mouse clicks, easily produce ground-truthed data. Several improvements are required to make 2(CREM) more reliable and practicable. At the present stage, there is a total trust in the user actions, so that if there is a mistake made by the user 2(CREM) blindly accepts it. Our future work on 2(CREM) will focus on the stability of models and will handle erroneous user interactions. We would also like to test this method with other types of documents, and maybe even other applications. Another important issue is the choice of the pertinent characteristics. Finally, it might be possible to perform better by extending the models with statistical information.
